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Abstract

Research on affective computing has achieved remarkable suc-

cess with the development of deep learning. One of the ma-

jor difficulties in emotion recognition is inconsistent criteria for

emotion categorization between multiple corpora. Most pre-

vious studies using multiple corpora discard or merge a part

of their emotion classes. This prescription causes catastrophic

information loss with respect to emotion categorization. Fur-

thermore, the influences of corpus-specific factors other than

emotions, such as languages, speech registers, and recording

environments, should be eliminated to fully utilize multiple

corpora. In this paper, we address the challenge of reconcil-

ing multiple emotion corpora by learning a corpus-independent

emotion encoding disentangled from all the remaining factors

without causing catastrophic information loss. For this pur-

pose, we propose a model that consists of a shared emotion

encoder, multiple emotion classifiers, and an adversarial cor-

pus discriminator. This model is trained with multi-task learn-

ing harnessed by adversarial learning. We conducted speech

emotion classification experiments with our method on two cor-

pora, namely, EmoDB and CREMA-D. The results demonstrate

that our method achieves higher accuracies than mono-corpus

models. In addition, it is indicated that the proposed method

suppresses corpus-dependent factors other than emotions in the

embedding space.

Index Terms: speech emotion recognition, multiple corpora,

adversarial learning

1. Introduction

In recent years, research on affective computing has achieved

tremendous success with the rapid development of deep learn-

ing. Among other issues, a wide range of neural network mod-

els has been proposed for speech emotion recognition (SER)

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].

One of the most significant challenges in this research field

is the resolution of discrepancies in the criteria for emotion

categorization between multiple corpora. An emotion corpus

has its own purpose and defines relevant emotion classes ac-

cordingly, ignoring unnecessary discriminations and categories

of emotional expressions. When we look at existing emotion

corpora, each corpus postulates a different number of different

emotion classes, as scrutinized in [8]. Even if multiple corpora

share an emotion label, emotional expressions belonging to that

class are not necessarily equivalent. Therefore, it is not appro-

priate to fully equate any pair of emotion categories across cor-

pora. Each emotion class of each corpus needs to be considered

as unique, without any changes, even if the labels assigned to

them are the same. In other words, the methods to categorize

emotion are intrinsically corpus-dependent, and there exists no

corpus-independent universal standard. Consequently, the def-

initions of emotion categories are inconsistent between multi-

ple corpora. These discrepancies in criteria prevent researchers

from fully utilizing multiple emotion corpora. Hence, we need

to resolve the incoherence of emotion categorization between

multiple emotion corpora to advance research beyond the limi-

tations of a single corpus.

Furthermore, we need to overcome the influences of

corpus-specific factors other than emotional expressions, such

as language, speech register, and recording environment. These

factors are intrinsically entangled with emotional expressions;

thus, they can hinder research on emotion recognition using

multiple corpora. Therefore, we need a method to learn an

emotion encoding disentangled from all the remaining factors

to fully utilize multiple corpora.

Most previous studies using multiple emotion corpora re-

defined new classes after determining the correspondence of

classes between corpora more or less subjectively. For exam-

ple, some studies discarded emotion classes with non-shared

labels [9, 10]. In other studies, emotion classes were merged

into a limited number of common classes, such as positive,

negative, and neutral [11, 12]. Yet other studies used adver-

sarial learning for domain aggregation, and these methods sup-

pose that all domains share the same objective classes [11, 13].

These coarse-graining prescriptions change the boundaries of

emotional expressions and exclude parts of categories, thus re-

sulting in catastrophic information loss. In contrast, multiple

emotion classifiers trained by multi-task learning, each of which

corresponds to each corpus, do not sacrifice information regard-

ing emotion categorization as investigated in [14]. However,

corpus-specific factors are not eliminated using multiple emo-

tion classifiers alone.

The purpose of this paper is to reconcile multiple emo-

tion corpora by learning a corpus-independent emotion encod-

ing that is disentangled from all the remaining corpus-specific

factors without causing catastrophic information loss. For this

purpose, we propose a model that consists of a shared emotion

encoder, multiple emotion classifiers, and an adversarial corpus

discriminator, which is harnessed by adversarial learning. The

proposed method is the first attempt to apply multi-task learn-

ing harnessed by adversarial corpus discrimination to emotion

recognition on multiple corpora. Our method applies to a wide

range of research on emotion recognition, not only in audio

but also in other modalities, including a large-scale study us-

ing a number of corpora, a comparative study of emotional ex-

pressions between corpora, and a study of domain aggregations

for emotion recognition. Furthermore, the proposed method is

valuable for various applications of emotion recognition “in the

wild.” In practical applications of SER, emotion categories that

differ from those of a common corpus are postulated accord-

ing to the purpose. Additionally, in most cases, only a small

amount of data is available. Nevertheless, the proposed system

can perform efficiently even in such cases.
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2. Methodology

2.1. Model architecture

We propose a neural network model that consists of a shared

emotion encoder, multiple corpus-dependent emotion classi-

fiers, and an adversarial corpus discriminator. Figure 1 illus-

trates the architecture of our model. As the encoder part is

shared between corpora, input audio data is projected into the

same embedding space, regardless of which corpus it origi-

nates from. Each emotion classifier in the output layer corre-

sponds to a specific corpus. This structure enables us to deal

with all emotion classes of all corpora as different ones with-

out discarding or merging any of them. In addition to these

components, the proposed model is equipped with a corpus dis-

criminator in the output layer. The entire model is trained with

multi-task learning for emotion classifiers harnessed by adver-

sarial learning for the corpus discriminator, as detailed in Sec-

tion 2.2. Thanks to adversarial learning, any remaining factors

other than emotional expressions are annihilated during the en-

coding. With this mechanism, the proposed method can learn

corpus-independent encoding of emotional expressions without

causing catastrophic loss of information.
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Figure 1: Model architecture

The proposed method differs from those investigated in pre-

vious studies as follows. If we get rid of the adversarial corpus

discriminator, the structure of our model becomes equivalent to

the one investigated in [14]. We refer to this as a multiple emo-

tion classifier model. Such a model cannot be harnessed by ad-

versarial learning. Therefore, corpus-specific factors other than

emotional expressions inevitably remain in the encoding. Aside

from this, adversarial learning was applied to SER in another

previous study [11], which investigated a model with a single

emotion classifier. The use of a single classifier alone is pos-

sible by merging all emotion classes into two, namely positive

and negative. Therefore, some of the intrinsic information about

the emotions of multiple corpora is inevitably lost. In addi-

tion, the purpose of this previous study was domain adaptation,

which is different from our aim: to learn corpus-independent

emotion embedding disentangled from all remaining corpus-

specific factors without causing catastrophic information loss.

These differences explain the reason why combinations of mul-

tiple emotion classifiers and an adversarial corpus discriminator

are essential for our purpose.

2.2. Adversarial learning

Multi-task learning acts as a kind of regularizer in training neu-

ral network models and improves their generalization abilities

[14, 9]. However, this learning method alone is not enough to

work successfully work with multiple corpora. In an embed-

ding space, corpus-specific information remains entangled with

emotional expression information. As a result, utterances that

originate from different corpora are projected in this space far

from each other. In order to learn corpus-independent encoding

of emotions, we harness the power of adversarial learning for

corpus discrimination.

Before describing an adversarial learning procedure in de-

tail, we introduce some notations. The total loss function L is

given by

L = Lemo + Lcor, (1)

where Lemo and Lcor represent loss functions for emotion clas-

sification and corpus discrimination, respectively. Lemo is de-

fined by the sum of the loss functions for emotion classification

of each corpus L
(i)
emo:

Lemo =

N∑

i=1

L(i)
emo. (2)

Here, N denotes the number of corpora. An adversarial loss for

corpus discrimination Ladv is defined by

Ladv = −Lcor. (3)

Besides, we use two different learning rates: ǫ and ǫadv.

During an adversarial learning procedure, a network is

trained at each batch in the following way:

Step 1: Update the emotion encoder and the emotion clas-

sifiers to minimize Lemo.

Step 2: Update the corpus discriminator to minimize Lcor.

Step 3: Update the emotion encoder to minimize Ladv, and

hence, to maximize Lcor.

As a learning rate, we use ǫ at step 1 and step 2, whereas we

use ǫadv at step 3. Note that at step 2, while the corpus dis-

criminator is updated on the basis of Lcor, the emotion encoder

is fixed. At step 2, in contrast, the emotion encoder is updated

on the basis of Ladv, whereas the corpus discriminator is fixed.

Another important point is that when an error in corpus discrim-

ination propagates backwards to update the emotion encoder at

step 3, the sign of the gradient of Lcor is reversed. This means

the encoder learns to eliminate factors relevant to corpus dis-

crimination. As a result, utterances of speech accompanied by

similar emotional expressions are projected close to each other

in the embedding space, regardless of which corpus they origi-

nated from.

An adversarial game is played during the learning proce-

dure. Firstly, the whole network is trained so that it can classify

emotions, as well as discriminate between corpora. Then, the

encoder part is re-trained, so that it eliminates corpus-dependent

information from the embedding space. The goal of adversarial

learning is to classify emotion classes and annihilate corpus-

specific factors other than emotions. The relative magnitude of

the two learning rates controls which of the emotion classifiers

and the corpus discriminator will prevail in adversarial games.

Note that our aim is not to achieve the chance-level performance

in corpus discrimination because multiple corpora have intrinsic

differences in emotional expressions.
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3. Experiments

3.1. Feature and model details

Firstly, we split all utterances into segments with a length of 3

s and a shift of 1 s. Zero-padding was applied when necessary.

Each segment was assigned the emotion label of the original

utterance. In our experiments, we dealt with these segments

as data samples. We used a log mel-spectrogram as the input

features. After down-sampling to 16 kHz, a 40-dimensional log

mel-spectrogram was calculated with a window size of 25 ms

and a window shift of 10 ms. We applied z-score normalization

to the input features.

We used an attention-based convolutional recurrent neu-

ral network (ACRNN) as the emotion encoder. ACRNN

has been shown to be efficient for SER [4, 5, 7, 6]. Ta-

ble 1 shows a detailed structure of the network used in our

experiments. The emotion classifier and corpus discrimina-

tor used in our experiments consist of three fully connected

layers with 128 units, followed by a single softmax layer,

which output an emotion and a corpus label, respectively.

Table 1: Structure of ACRNN emotion encoder

Layer
Filter

Output Size
No. Size

Input 300× 40

Convolution 128 5× 3 300× 40× 128

Max Pooling 2× 4 150× 10× 128

Convolution 256 5× 3 150× 10× 256

Max Pooling 1× 5 150× 2× 256

Reshape 150× 512

TDFC 768 150× 768

BLSTM 128 150× 256

Attention 8× 256

Flatten 2048

Fully Connected 128 128

Dropout 128

TDFC: Time Distributed Fully Connected

BLSTM: Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory

3.2. Corpora

We used two emotional speech corpora: the Berlin emotional

speech database (EmoDB) [15], and the crowd-sourced emo-

tional multimodal actors dataset (CREMA-D) [16]. EmoDB

is a German emotional speech corpus that includes 535 utter-

ances. Ten professional actors read scripts in seven different

emotional states: neutral, happiness, sadness, anger, disgust,

fear, and boredom. CREMA-D is an audio-visual corpus col-

lected to explore human emotional expressions and perceptions.

This corpus includes 7442 utterances in 2-party acted dialogs by

91 actors in six emotional states: neutral, happiness, sadness,

angry, disgust, and fear. We used all utterances from these two

corpora without merging or discarding any emotion classes.

3.3. Experimental setup

We compared the proposed model with the following models:

a mono-corpus model, a multiple emotion classifier model, and

a multiple emotion classifier model with a corpus discrimina-

tor. A mono-corpus model has a single emotion classifier and

is trained on a single corpus. We examined mono-corpus mod-

els for EmoDB and CREMA-D. A multiple emotion classifier

model has two emotion classifiers and is trained on both cor-

pora. The last model is equivalent to our model, except that

adversarial learning has not been used. All models have an en-

coder with the same structure.

For each model, we performed 10-fold leave one speaker

group out (LOSGO) cross-validation ten times and calculated

average weighted accuracy (WA) and unweighted accuracy

(UA). Specifically, we divided the speakers into ten groups, so

that each group contained almost the same number of speakers.

All samples were grouped into three sets based on the speaker

groups: eight groups for training, another group for validation,

and the last group for evaluation. The training set was shuffled

randomly and divided into mini-batches of 64 samples. The

validation set was used to choose the optimal epoch measured

by the mean accuracy. Finally, the test set was used to evalu-

ate the performance of the optimal model. Under multi-corpus

conditions, each speaker group included one speaker group of

EmoDB and one speaker group of CREMA-D.

We used the cross-entropy loss function. We set the initial

value of the learning rate ǫ to 10
−4 with a decay rate of 0.91

until 10−5. The learning rate ǫadv was fixed to 5
−8. The train-

ing process was terminated when the accuracy of the validation

set had not improved in the last 500 epochs.

4. Results

Table 2 shows WA and UA averaged over ten cross-validations.

The proposed method achieved higher performance than both

mono-corpus models. Moreover, the performance of our

method was the best of all models, measured by the mean ac-

curacy over two corpora. Note that multiple emotion classifier

models, with or without a corpus discriminator, were better than

mono-corpus models. The improvements in performance for

EmoDB, which is of a smaller size, were more substantial than

for CREMA-D, which is of a larger size. This indicates that a

multiple emotion classifier model is effective even when only a

few utterances in a target domain are available.

In addition, we analyzed the confusion patterns of our

method to clarify how adversarial learning affected the encod-

ing. We refer to a sample, whose posterior probability of correct

corpus classification is lower than 0.8 as a corpus-ambiguous

one, and all others as corpus-definite ones. Figure 2 illus-

trates how a sample of one corpus was classified by the emo-

tion classifier of another corpus. As for EmoDB, disgust was

the most corpus-ambiguous class, whose utterances tended to

be classified as anger according to the criteria of CREMA-D. In

contrast, for CREMA-D, anger was determined to be the most

corpus-ambiguous class, whose utterances tended to be classi-

fied as anger or disgust according to the criteria of EmoDB.

These results suggest that anger in CREMA-D and disgust in

EmoDB are relatively similar emotional expressions. The ratio

of corpus-definite samples rcor was lower than 1.0, as shown

in Table 2. This means that the emotional expressions of the

two corpora partially overlapped. In a preliminary experiment,

a lower rcor did not necessarily result in better accuracy.

Furthermore, we explored the emotion embedding space of

the proposed method using uniform manifold approximation

and projection (UMAP) [17]. Figure 3 illustrates the distri-

bution of data in the embedding space at a certain fold of the

cross-validation. The efficiency of adversarial learning can be

confirmed from the distributions of EmoDB and CREMA-D,

which are relatively close in the embedding space. This result

indicates that an adversarial corpus discriminator suppresses the

influences of corpus-specific factors other than emotional ex-

pressions.
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Table 2: Results of experiments. rcor represents the ratio of corpus-definite samples.

EmoDB CREMA-D mean

WA UA rcor WA UA rcor WA UA

mono-corpus EmoDB 0.753 0.743

mono-corpus CREMA-D 0.787 0.729

multiple emotion classifier 0.758 0.748 0.796 0.734 0.777 0.741

+ corpus discriminator 0.769 0.760 0.998 0.789 0.728 1.000 0.779 0.744

+ adversarial [proposed] 0.779 0.772 0.911 0.795 0.731 0.989 0.787 0.752
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Figure 2: Confusion patterns of corpus-ambiguous and corpus-

definite samples

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated a method for the reconciliation

of multiple emotion corpora, which present incoherent criteria

for emotion categorization, without causing catastrophic infor-

mation loss by learning a corpus-independent encoding of emo-

tions disentangled from all the remaining corpus-specific fac-

tors. For this purpose, we proposed a neural network model for

SER that consists of a shared emotion encoder, multiple corpus-

dependent emotion classifiers, and an adversarial corpus dis-

criminator. To evaluate our method, we conducted speech emo-

tion classification experiments using two corpora: EmoDB and

CREMA-D. The results demonstrate that the proposed method

achieves better performance than mono-corpus models trained

multiple emotion classifiers EmoDB_Neutral
EmoDB_Happiness
EmoDB_Sadness
EmoDB_Anger
EmoDB_Disgust
EmoDB_Fear
EmoDB_Boredom
CREMA_Neutral
CREMA_Happiness
CREMA_Sadness
CREMA_Anger
CREMA_Disgust
CREMA_Fear

+ corpus discriminator EmoDB_Neutral
EmoDB_Happiness
EmoDB_Sadness
EmoDB_Anger
EmoDB_Disgust
EmoDB_Fear
EmoDB_Boredom
CREMA_Neutral
CREMA_Happiness
CREMA_Sadness
CREMA_Anger
CREMA_Disgust
CREMA_Fear

+ adversarial [proposed] EmoDB_Neutral
EmoDB_Happiness
EmoDB_Sadness
EmoDB_Anger
EmoDB_Disgust
EmoDB_Fear
EmoDB_Boredom
CREMA_Neutral
CREMA_Happiness
CREMA_Sadness
CREMA_Anger
CREMA_Disgust
CREMA_Fear

Figure 3: Distributions in embedding spaces

on each corpus. Furthermore, the performance of our model as

measured by the mean accuracy on the two corpora was the best

of all the models with which it was compared. In addition to

these analyses, we explored confusion patterns across corpora

and distributions in the emotion embedding spaces. The results

indicate that an adversarial corpus discriminator suppresses the

influences of corpus-specific factors other than emotional ex-

pressions. Future research directions include investigation of

various other emotion corpora, evaluation of the extent to which

an encoder suppresses corpus-specific factors quantitatively, in-

troduction of a fiercer adversarial game. Cross-corpus speech

emotion recognition using the proposed method is another di-

rection for future research.
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